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Abstract. This paper extends our previous work by showing our grammarware as a generic way for validating XML integrity constraints, both
from scratch and incrementally during document updates. Indeed, our
generic attribute grammar can stand for any XML constraint validator,
provided that the constraint is deﬁned with paths. We specify a common
deﬁnition framework for seven classes of XML integrity constraints, we
recall the validation principles, we detail the incremental validation under multiple updates, and we report on experimental results, focusing on
the case of XML Functional Dependencies (XFD).

1

Introduction

This paper deals with XML integrity constraint validation. Our validation method
can be seen as a grammarware, since it is based on a grammar describing an XML
document to which we associate attributes and semantic rules. In other words, our
grammar is augmented by semantic rules that deﬁne, for each integrity constraint,
the veriﬁcation process. In this way we show that XML integrity constraints can
be compiled to an attribute grammar [2,21]. To instantiate an integrity constraint
we introduce a set of ﬁnite state automata. Indeed, XML integrity constraints are
deﬁned by using path expressions which can be seen as simpliﬁed regular expressions over XML labels. These ﬁnite state automata help us to determine the role
of each node in a constraint satisfaction.
The approach presented here implements the general proposal introduced
in [7], where we present a homogeneous formalism to express diﬀerent kinds of
integrity constraints and introduce the basis of our general validation method.
The validation of an XML tree is done in one tree traversal. In this traversal,
in the document reading order, we ﬁrst go top-down until reaching some leaves
and then, bottom-up, as closing tags are reached. During the top-down visit, the
validation process uses attributes to specify the role of each node with respect to
a given integrity constraint. In the bottom-up visit the values concerned by the
constraints are pulled up via some other grammar attributes. Its running time
is linear in the size of the XML document.
A. Hameurlain et al. (Eds.): TLDKS VI , LNCS 7600, pp. 167–197, 2012.
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Besides demonstrating that diﬀerent kinds of integrity constraints are expressible in the same formalism we show that their validation, from scratch or
incrementally, may be done on the basis of the same grammaware. Indeed, our
goal is to develop validation methods to ensure that documents respect constraints. To this end, we usually envisage two actions. Firstly, we have to design
an algorithm to perform a validation from scratch, i.e., an algorithm to verify
whether a set of constraints is satisﬁed by a given document. Once this method
is established we consider the problem of incremental validation. When a given
valid XML document (respecting a set of constraints) is updated, we have to
verify whether the updates do not violate these constraints. Incremental validation implies that only some parts of the document would be validated, leading to
signiﬁcant savings on computing compared to brute-force validation. In general,
incremental approaches are built on the basis of the previous validation results,
using some auxiliary structures.
In this paper we detail such an incremental method for the XML functional
dependencies (XFD) validation, showing the similarities with what is done for
XML keys and foreign keys (XFKeys and XFK) in [6], and the diﬀerences induced
by the speciﬁcities of XFD. More generally, we will focus on XFD to illustrate
all parts of our proposal, in particular for the experimental performance study.
Related Works. Starting with the keys ([9,10]), most of the constraints known
for relational data have been considered for XML (see [13] for a survey). Recently, [18] have proposed to consider numerical constraints. Several proposals
for deﬁning XFD and their associated decision problems can be found in the
literature. We refer to [19,25,3,17,15,27,16] for ongoing works on that subject
over the last decade. We work with a deﬁnition of XFD that is slightly more
general than those in [20,3,26], as we allow both absolute and contextual XFD,
together with both node and value equalities.
The design and implementation of algorithms for verifying XFD satisfaction
has received less attention than their deﬁnition and the analysis of associated
decision problems. Nonetheless, implementations of XFD validation processes
based on hash-table techniques are discussed in [19,24,22]. Their time complexity
is linear in the number of paths composing the constraints and in the number
of tuples containing the constrained values found in the XML document. Not
only is our time complexity comparable to the one obtained by those algorithms,
but the generic nature of our approach allows to validate constraints belonging
to diﬀerent classes (XFD, but also XKeys, XML inclusion dependencies, XML
foreign keys, and XML numerical constraints). Moreover, our proposal considers
the incremental validation problem.
Validation algorithms for XKeys or XFK are proposed in, for instance, [4,6,12].
In [4] gains obtained with an incremental validation approach are highlighted,
but only XKeys and a single update are addressed. The work in [12] uses ﬁrstorder logic (FOL) to express constraints and apply updates. We have considered
XKey and XFK validation from scratch and incremental in [6]. Here, we generalize this ﬁrst proposal by deﬁning a grammarware as a generic model for XML
constraints validation, provided that constraints are deﬁned with paths.
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A complementary approach to XFD validation in presence of an update is presented in [14], based on static veriﬁcations. Both the constraint and the update
are speciﬁed by regular tree patterns, thus a static constraint/update dependance
analysis can be deﬁned. However, on the one hand the powerful expressivity of
regular tree patterns augments considerably the complexity of an implementation, and, on the other hand, the necessary dynamic part of the veriﬁcation
(i.e. one that takes into account the values existing in the XML document) still
has to be done in a ﬁnal stage. This last stage could rely on our framework.
Paper Organization. Section 2 recalls concepts needed in the paper. Section 3
deﬁnes some XML integrity constraints. Our validation from scratch and incremental validation approaches are explained in sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Section 6 is dedicated to our experimental study. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

We deal with (well-formed) XML documents, i.e., trees.
Definition 1. XML Document: Let Σ = Σele ∪ Σatt ∪ {data} be an alphabet
where Σele is the set of element names and Σatt is the set of attribute names. An
XML document is represented by a tuple T = (t, type, value). The tree t is the
function t : dom(t) → Σ ∪ {λ} where dom(t) is the set closed under prefix 1 of
positions u.j, such that (∀j ≥ 0) (u.j ∈ dom(t)) ⇒ (∀i 0 ≤ i < j) (u.i ∈ dom(t));
where i and j ∈ N and u ∈ U (U is the set of -possibly empty- sequences of
symbols in N). The symbol ε denoting the empty sequence is the root position
and the empty tree is {(, λ)}, with λ ∈
/ Σ. Given a tree position p, function
type(t, p) returns a value
in
{data,
element,
attribute}.

p
if type(t, p) = element
Similarly, value(t, p) =
val ∈ V otherwise
where V is an inﬁnite recursively enumerable domain.
2
Figure 1 shows for each node its position and its label (e.g., t() = bd and
t(1.0) = pname) together with values (in italic) associated to leaves. We recall
that, in an XML tree, attributes are unordered while elements are ordered. As
many other authors, we distinguish two kinds of equality on XML trees.
Definition 2. Value and Node Equality: Two nodes are node equal when
they are at the same position. Two nodes are value equal when they are roots of
isomorphic subtrees. More precisely, we have p =V q if the following constraints
are veriﬁed: (i) t(p) = t(q), (ii) type(p) = type(q), (iii) if type(p) = data or
type(p) = attribute then value(p) = value(q), and (iv) if type(p) = element
then there is a bijective function that maps each position p.i to a position q.j
2
such that p.i =V q.j.
1

The prefix relation () in U is: u  v iﬀ uw = v for some w ∈ U . We say that D
(D ⊆ U ) is closed under prefixes if u  v , v ∈ D implies u ∈ D.
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Fig. 1. Tree representing an XML document containing projects information

In Figure 1 nodes at positions 0.1.2 and 1.2.1 are not value equal, but if the
value associated with position 1.2.1.2.0 was 7 then they would have been value
equal. Notice that Deﬁnition 2 does not take the document order into account.
To combine both equality notions we use the symbol E to represent either V for
value equality, or N for node equality.
In our approach, integrity constraints are deﬁned by paths on XML trees. A
path for an XML tree t is deﬁned by a sequence of labels. We use the path languages P L and P Ls deﬁned in the following table, that have been used in [9,10]
for the deﬁnition of XML Keys.
Path Language Syntax
P Ls
ρ ::= l | ρ/ρ | _
PL
υ ::= [ ] | υ/[ ] | [ ]/υ | ρ | υ//ρ
In the table above, [ ] represents the empty path, l is a label in Σ, the symbol
"/" is the concatenation operation, "//" represents a ﬁnite sequence (possibly
empty) of labels, and "_" is any label in Σ. In this work we adopt the language
P L that is a common fragment of regular expressions and XPath. We denote by
simple path a path in P L that does not include the wild card "//". One path in
P L describes a set of simple paths. The language P Ls is just a brick for deﬁning
P L. A path P is valid if it conforms to the syntax of P Ls or P L and for all
label l ∈ P , if l = data or l ∈ Σatt , then l is the last symbol in P . A path P
deﬁnes a ﬁnite-state automaton AP having XML labels as its input alphabet.
Definition 3. Construction of the Finite State Automaton AP : Given
a valid path P in P Ls or P L over Σ, we deﬁne the FSA AP as a 5-tuple
(Q, Σ, I, δ, F ) where Q is a ﬁnite set of states, s0 is the initial state, δ is the
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transition function δ : Q × (Σ ∪ {any}) → Q and F is the ﬁnal state. The
construction of AP is done by parsing P , starting with Q = {s0 }. Let s = s0 be
the current state in AP . If P is the empty path then F = {s0 }, else while the
end of P is not reached, let S = Σ ∪ {_} ∪ {[ ]} and let a be the next S symbol
in P :
(1) If a ∈ Σ comes alone or a comes on the right of a ’/’ symbol (ie, /a), then
we add a new state si (i ∈ N) to Q and deﬁne δ(s, a) = si . Let s = si be the
current state in AP .
(2) If a ∈ Σ comes on the right of a ’//’ symbol (ie, //a), we add a new state
si to Q and deﬁne δ(s, a) = si . We also deﬁne δ(s, any) = s, where any is any
symbol in Σ. Let s = si be the current state in AP .
(3) If a =’_’, we add a new state si to Q and deﬁne δ(s, any) = si , where any
is any symbol in Σ. Let s = si be the current state in AP .
(4) If a = [ ] comes on the right of a ’/’ symbol, we do nothing and continue
parsing P .
At the end of P , the current state is added to F .
2
Path instances for P over an XML tree t correspond to the position sequences
whose labels form a word in the language accepted by AP . In the rest of this
paper, we denote the sequence operator by "/" for both label sequences and
position sequences, while the dot is used to write positions (for instance 1.2.0).
Let s be a position sequence, we denote by label(s) the sequence of labels of
positions in s: if s = p1 /p2 / . . . /pn then label(s) = t(p1 )/t(p2 )/ . . . /t(pn ).
Definition 4. Instance of a path P over t: Let P be a path in P L, AP the
ﬁnite-state automaton deﬁned according to P , and L(AP ) the language accepted
by AP . Let I = v1 /v2 / . . . /vn be a sequence of positions in t such that each vi is
a direct descendant of vi−1 . I is an instance of P over t iﬀ label(I) ∈ L(AP ). 2
As an example, consider the path bd//supplier. In the tree of Figure 1, we can
see that /0/0.1 and /1/1.1 are instances of this path. These position sequences
are also instances of the path bd/project/supplier.
In our work, an integrity constraint is speciﬁed by a set S of paths written in
P L. Let IP be the ﬁnite set of all simple paths that may occur in a given tree t.
The pattern M is then obtained from IP in such a way that all its paths have a
common preﬁx and for all path P ∈ M , if P1 is a sub-path of P , then P1 ∈ M .
Example 1. Let {/db//supplier/@sname, /db//supplier/ component/@cname,
/db//supplier/component/price} be a set of P L paths on the document of Figure 1. It deﬁnes the pattern: {/db/projet/supplier/@sname, /db/project/supplier /compo-nent /@cname,
/db/project/supplier/component/price,
/db,
/db/projet, /db/projet/supplier /, /db/project/supplier/component/}.
2
We impose some conditions on the instances of a pattern in an XML
tree t in order to consider only those that are preﬁx-closed on the position sequences. We call such instances pattern instances. For example the
set {/0/0.1/0.1.0, /0/0.1/0.1.1/0.1.1.0, /0/0.1/0.1.1/0.1.1.1} form a basis for a pattern instance for the pattern of Example 1, whereas the sets
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{/0/0.1/0.1.0, /0/0.1/0.1.1/0.1.1.0, /0/0.1/0.1.2/ 0.1.2.1} or {/0/0.1/0.1.0,
/1/1.1/1.1.1/1.1.1.0, /1/1.1/1.1.1/ 1.1.1.1} do not. The following deﬁnition
precises these notions.
Definition 5. Pattern and Pattern Instance : A pattern M is a ﬁnite set
of prefix-closed paths2 that exist in a tree t. Let LongM be the set of paths in
M that are not preﬁx of other paths in M . Let Instances(P, t) be the set of all
instances of a path P in t. Let P aternInstanceSet be the set of path instances
that veriﬁes the following conditions:
1. For all paths P ∈ LongM there is one and only one instance inst ∈
Instances(P, t) in the set P aternInstanceSet.
2. For all inst ∈ P aternInstanceSet there is a path P ∈ LongM .
3. For all instances inst and inst in P aternInstanceSet, if inst ∈
Instances(P, t) and inst ∈ Instances(P  , t), then the longest common preﬁx of inst and inst is an instance of path Q in t, where Q is the longest
common preﬁx for P and P  .
An instance of a pattern M is a tuple I = (ti , typei , valuei ), i.e., a tree where
typei (ti , p) = type(t, p), valuei (ti , p) = value(t, p) and ti is a function dom → Σ
in which:

– dom = inst ∈ P aternInstanceSet {p | p is a position in inst}
2
– ti (p) = t(p), ∀p ∈ dom
As a pattern instance is deﬁned only over branches starting on the last position of the longest common preﬁx, in Example 1, if /0/0.1/0.1.0 is in our
pattern instance then /1/1.1/1.1.1/1.1.1.0 cannot be in the same pattern
instance. Indeed, the longest common preﬁxes are db/projet/supplier/ and
db/project/supplier/component, thus these two path instances do not agree
on their longest common preﬁx db/projet/supplier/.
The notion of pattern instance is very important and guides the semantics
of all our constraints. In fact, this deﬁnition assures that tuples corresponding
to constraint values are built by gathering only the values coming from some
speciﬁc branches (those agreeing in the longest common preﬁxes).

3

XML Integrity Constraints

In this section we recall integrity constraints having been introduced in [7,15,18],
starting with the functional dependency which illustrates most of our examples.
Definition 6. XML Functional Dependency: Given an XML tree t, an
XML functional dependency (XFD) is an expression of the form γ =
(C, ({P1 [E1 ], . . . , Pk [Ek ]} → Q [E])) where C is a path that starts from
the root of t (context path) ending at the context node; {P1 , . . . , Pk } is a nonempty set of paths on t and Q is a single path on t, both Pi and Q start at the
2

Notice that preﬁx closed paths are simple ones, without wild cards.
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context node. The set {P1 , . . . , Pk } is the left-hand side (LHS) or determinant
of an XFD, and Q is the right-hand side (RHS) or the dependent path. The
symbols E1 , . . . , Ek , E represent the equality type associated to each dependency
path. When symbols E or E1 , . . . , Ek are omitted, value equality is the default
choice.
2
Definition 7. XFD Satisfaction: Let T be an XML document, γ = (C,
({P1 [E1 ], . . . , Pk [Ek ]} → Q [E])) an XF D and let M be the pattern deﬁned by {C/P1 , . . . ,C/Pk , C/Q}. We say that T satisﬁes γ (noted by T |= γ) iﬀ
1
2
for all IM
, IM
that are instances of M in T and coincide at least on their preﬁx
C, we have: τ 1 [C/P1 , . . . , C/Pk ] =Ei ,i∈[1...k] τ 2 [C/P1 , . . . , C/Pk ] ⇒ τ 1 [C/Q] =E
1
2
τ 2 [C/Q] where τ 1 (resp. τ 2 ) is the tuple obtained from IM
(resp. IM
).
2
All deﬁnitions in this section are based on the notion of tuple in a named perspective [1]. In this perspective, the order of values appearing in the tuple is not
important since each component value is associated to its name. In Deﬁnition 7,
1
by gathering values or nodes found at the end
tuple τ 1 is obtained from IM
1
of the path instances of IM . Each of those values or nodes are associated to
the corresponding path (its "name") in γ. Our XFD deﬁnition is comparable to
the ones in [3,25,20,26], with slight extensions: we allow the combination of two
kinds of equality (as in [26]), the existence of a context node and more than one
path on the left-hand side.
We recall now the foundational proposals for XML (strong) Keys, of [9].
Definition 8. Key and Foreign Key (XKey and XFK) [9] A key is represented by an expression (C, (T, {P1 , . . . , Pk })) in which the path C is the
context path; T is the target path and P1 , . . . , Pk are the key paths. A foreign key
is represented by (C, (T  , {P1 , . . . , Pk }) ⊆ (T, {P1 , . . . , Pk })) where (C, (T, {P1 ,
2
. . . , Pk })) is a key K and {P1 , . . . , Pk } are called foreign key paths.
Definition 9. XKey Satisfaction [7]: Let γ = (C, (T, {P1 , . . . , Pk })) be a
key and M be the pattern deﬁned by {C/T /P1, . . . , C/T /Pk }. We say that T
satisﬁes γ (T |= γ), iﬀ (i) for all instances i of C/T , there is one and only
1
2
, IM
, instances of
one instance IM of M with a common preﬁx i and (ii) ∀IM
1
M that coincide at least on C, we have: ∀i ∈ [1 . . . k], τ [C/T /Pi ] = ⊥ and
τ 1 [C/T /Pi ] =v τ 2 [C/T /Pi ] ⇒ τ 1 [C/T ] = t2 [C/T ] where τ 1 (resp. τ 2 ) is the
1
2
tuple obtained from IM
(resp. IM
).
2
A key is veriﬁed if all value tuples corresponding to {P1 , . . . , Pk } (found under
target nodes speciﬁed by T ) are unique within the context of each subtree rooted
at a context node (speciﬁed by C). A foreign key is veriﬁed if all the value tuples
corresponding to {P1 , . . . , Pk } exist as a value tuple of the corresponding key, in
the context speciﬁed by C. Foreign keys are special cases of a more general class
of integrity constraints, the inclusion dependencies.
Definition 10. Inclusion Dependency (XID) [7]: An inclusion dependency
is an expression (C, ({P1 , . . . , Pk } ⊆ {Q1 , . . . , Qk })) where ∀i ∈ [1 . . . k], C/Pi
and C/Qi are paths. Path C is the context path.
2
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Definition 11. XID Satisfaction [7]: Let T be an XML document and γ =
(C, ({P1 , . . . , Pk } ⊆ {Q1 , . . . , Qk })) be an XID. Let M 1 and M 2 be the patterns
deﬁned from {C/P1 , . . . , C/Pk } and {C/Q1 , . . . , C/Qk }, resp. We say that T
satisﬁes γ (T |= γ) iﬀ for all instances IM 1 of M 1 there is an instance IM 2 of M 2
which coincides with IM 1 at least on C and ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , k], τ 1 [C/Pi ] ⊆ τ 2 [C/Qi ],
where τ 1 (resp. τ 2 ) is the tuple obtained from IM 1 (resp. IM 2 ).
2
Example 2. The document in Figure 1 satisﬁes the XKey (db/project, (supplier,
{@sname})), and the following XFDs.
XF D1 : (db, ( {/project/pname} → /project [N ] ))
Project names are unique and identify a project. The context is db, so in this
case the dependency must be veriﬁed in the whole document.
XF D2 : (db, ( {/project/pname} → /project))
Subtrees of projects which have the same name are isomorphic.
XF D3 : (db/project, ({/supplier/@sname, /supplier/component/@cname}
→ /supplier/component/quantity ))
In a given project, a product coming from a supplier is associated to only
one quantity.
2
We can also have Inverse Constraint ([11]) which requires a double inclusion
and can be expressed in our framework as (C, ({P1 , . . . , Pk } = {Q1 , . . . , Qk })).
Next we recall numerical constraints, considered in [18].
Definition 12. Numerical constraints [18]: A numerical constraint ϕ for
XML is an expression card(Q, (Q , {Q1 , . . . , Qk })) = (min, max) where Q, Q ,
Q1 , . . . , Qk are P L expressions such that Q/Q , Q/Q /Q1 , . . . , Q/Q /Qk are
valid paths, min ∈ N, max ∈ N, and min ≤ max.
2
Definition 13. Numerical constraints Satisfaction [18]: Let ϕ = card(Q,
(Q , {Q1 , . . . , Qk })) = (min, max) be a numerical constraint. An XML document
T satisﬁes ϕ, (T |= ϕ) iﬀ for all q ∈  Q 3, for all q0 ∈ q Q such that for all
x1 , . . . , xk with xi ∈ q0 Qi for i ∈ [1 . . . k], it is true that min ≤ S̄ ≤ max
holds, where S̄ denotes the cardinality of the ﬁnite set S, and S = {q  ∈ q Q |
∃y1 , . . . , yk .∀i ∈ [1 . . . k].yi ∈ q  Qi ∧ xi =v yi }.
2
Example 3. Let XN C1 : card(db/project, (supplier, {//@cname})) = (1, 2) be
a numerical constraint. It means that in every project each component must be
supplied by at least one and at most two suppliers.
2
This class of constraints can be reduced to the case called Numerical Key, by ﬁxing min to 1. An XML numerical key is speciﬁed by the expression card(Q, (Q ,
{Q1 , . . . , Qk })) ≤ max. Notice that, when max = 1 it becomes an XKey.
3

νQ denotes the set of nodes in T that are reachable from ν following any instance
of the path Q.
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Validation from Scratch: Attribute Grammar Approach

Our method is a generic way for dealing with integrity constraints both in terms
of speciﬁcation and validation. As mentioned in Section 2, the notion of pattern
instance guides our constraint semantics, since it establishes that only branches
being ‘close’ to each other should be considered in the construction of the tuples containing the values we need to verify for a given constraint. Based on
these notions, diﬀerent integrity constraints have been recalled in Section 3. All
of them are deﬁned using paths, that are composed by diﬀerent sub-paths and
these sub-paths vary according to the constraint. However, all of them start by
specifying a context path C. This path C starts at the root and speciﬁes the
contexts where the constraint should be veriﬁed. When C is empty (or the root
label), we say that the constraints are absolute, otherwise they are relative. The
next sub-paths vary but, clearly, one of them speciﬁes the nodes whose identiﬁers
or values should be considered by the constraint. Table 1 summarizes the speciﬁcation of these integrity constraints giving their "characteristic parameters" in
our approach.
To model the paths of integrity constraints, we use ﬁnite-state automata
(FSA) and transducers (FST). The use of ﬁnite state machines allows (i) to
clearly distinguish each "sub-path" in a path (e.g. the context path) and so to
deﬁne the computation of needed attributes, and (ii) to easily deal with the
symbol // and thus to deal with diﬀerent instantiations for a unique path (e.g.,
instances a.b and a.x.b for path a//b).
Then, the integrity constraint validation process for an XML document can
be accomplished with the use of an attribute grammar. Attribute grammars are
extensions of context-free grammars that allow to specify not only the syntax,
but also the semantics of a language. This is done by attaching a set of semantic
rules to each production of a context-free grammar. In a semantic rule, two types
of attributes can be found: synthesized and inherited. Synthesized attributes
carry information from the leaves of a tree to its root, while inherited ones
transport information inversely, from root to leaves.
Considering our validation approach, our grammarware can be regarded as a
generic way of implementing constraint veriﬁcation from scratch. This approach
requires only one pass on a XML document. Indeed, our way of using attribute
grammar for verifying integrity constraints consists in the following stages:
(1) deﬁne a generic grammar capable of generating any labelled tree;
(2) deﬁne inherited attributes to distinguish nodes which are involved in the
integrity constraints, speciﬁed by using FSA;
(3) deﬁne synthesized attributes whose values are computed by functions that
check the properties stated by a given constraint.
Thus, our generic aspect refers to the fact that, by adapting some parameters,
the same reasoning is used to validate diﬀerent constraints: in particular, by
determining which nodes are important in a constraint deﬁnition and, as a consequence, by establishing which FSA and attributes are needed. From Table 1
we notice that, in all validations, the following attributes are needed: conf, which
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Table 1. Diﬀerent integrity constraints speciﬁcation using attribute grammar

Constr. Expression
XFD (C, ({P1 [E1 ], . . . , Pk [Ek ]}
→ Q [E]))
XID

XIC

FSA

Attributes

M , T and T 

(C, ({P1R , . . . , PkR }
⊆ P1 , . . . , Pk ))

Inherit.: : conf
Synth.: c, inters, dsj , dc

M , T and T 

(C, ({P1R , . . . , PkR }
= P1 , . . . , Pk ))

Inherit.: : conf
Synth.: c, inters, dsj , dsR
j

M , T and T 

XKeys (C, (Tg , {P1 , . . . , Pk }))
XFK

XNC

XNK

AC , AT g

Inherit.: : conf
Synth.: c, inters, dsj , dsR
j
and AP Inherit.: conf
Synth.: c, tg and f

(C, (TgR , {P1R , . . . , PkR })
R
⊆ (Tg , {P1 , . . . , Pk })) AC , AR
T g , AP
card(C, (T g, {P1 , . . . , Pk }))
= (min, max)
card(C, (T g, {P1 , . . . , Pk }))
≤ max

Inherit: conf
Synth.: c, tg and f

AC , AT g and AP Inherit: conf
Synth.: c, tg and f
AC , AT g and AP Inherit: conf
Synth.: c, tg and f

stores the role of a node; c where the result of constraint veriﬁcation is kept and
an attribute where the values are gathered to build the tuples (inters for XFD,
XID and XIC and tg for XKeys, XFK, XNC and XNK). In the next sections we
discuss how ﬁnite state automata are built from constraints and we give details
concerning the validation from scratch.
4.1

Finite State Automata for Integrity Constraints

The input alphabet of our ﬁnite machines is the set of XML labels (symbols in
Σ, Deﬁnition 1). The output alphabet of our transducers is composed by our
equality symbols (Deﬁnition 2). As usual, we denote a FSA by 5-tuple A = (Θ,
V , Δ, e, F ) where Θ is a ﬁnite set of states; V is the alphabet; e ∈ Θ is the
initial state; F ⊆ Θ is the set of ﬁnal states; and Δ: Θ × V → Θ is the transition
function. A F ST is a 6-tuple A = (Θ, V , Γ , Δ, e, F , λ) such that: (i) (Θ, V ,
Δ, e, F ) is a F SA; (ii) Γ is an output alphabet and (iii) λ is a function from
F to Γ indicating the output associated to each ﬁnal state.
For example if we consider XF D3 , from Deﬁnition 6 we know that in an
XFD, paths C, Pi and Q (i ∈ [1, k]) specify the constraint context, the determinant paths (LHS) and the dependent path (RHS), respectively. Starting
from these paths, we build the three following ﬁnite state machines according to
Deﬁnition 3:
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– The context automaton M3 = (Θ, Σ, Δ, e, F ) is built from the path C.
– The determinant transducer T3 = (Θ , Σ, Γ  , Δ , e , F  , λ ) is the union of
FSAs built from paths Pi (i ∈ [1, k]), extended with the output function.
The set of output symbols is Γ  = {V, N } × N∗ such that V (value equality)
and N (node equality) are the equality types to be associated to each path.
Moreover, for each path Pi , i ∈ [1, k], we use a variable denoted rank to store
i. Thus, the output function λ associates a pair (equality_type, rank) to
each ﬁnal state q ∈ F  .
– The dependent transducer T3 = (Θ , Σ, Γ  , Δ , e , F  , λ ) is the FSA built
from path Q, extended with the output function. The set of output symbols
is Γ  = {V, N } and the output function λ associates a symbol V or N to
each ﬁnal state q ∈ F  .
The automaton and the corresponding transducers for XF D3 are illustrated in
Figure 2. Notice that we could have depicted the determinant transducer (T3 )
with two outgoing transitions from e3 , both having the label supplier (each one
been followed by its respective end of path): it would have been equivalent to
the depicted one. Transducer T3 gathers the attribute values of @sname and
@cname that, together, determine the quantity of a component. This dependency employs value equality for @sname, @cname and quantity with respect
to context project, deﬁned by M3 . Figure 2 also illustrates the FSA for XN C1 .
We refer to [8] for more examples.

M 3:

e0

db

e1

project

@sname
T’ 3 :

e3

supplier

e2

e0

A Tg:

e3

db

e1

project

e2

e 5| (V,1)

e4
component

Ac :

e6

supplier

e4

@cname
e 7 | (V,2)
*

T"3 :

e8

supplier

e9

component

e10

quantity

e11 | V

A p:

e5

@cname

e6

Fig. 2. Automata and transducers for XF D3 and XN C1

4.2

Attribute Grammar for Validation

In terms of algorithms, our validation method can be divided in two parts: (i)
gathering of tuple values and (ii) appropriate checking, at a context level, over
the obtained tuples. To implement this approach we use an attribute grammar
whose attributes are deﬁned according to the integrity constraint we want to
validate. Attribute grammars are extensions of context-free grammars that allow
to specify not only the syntax, but also the semantics of a language.
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Definition 14. Attribute Grammar [2]: An attribute grammar is a triple
GA = (G, A, F ) where: G = (VN , VT , P, B) is a classical context-free grammar; A is the set of attributes and F is a set of semantic rules attached to the
productions. For X ∈ VN ∪ VT , we have A(X) = S(X) + I(X), i.e., A(X) is
the disjoint union of S(X), the set of synthesized attributes of X and I(X),
the set of inherited attributes of X. If a is an attribute of A(X), we denote
it X.a. For a production p : X0 → X1 . . . Xn , the set of attributes of p is
denoted by W (p) = {Xi .a | a ∈ A(Xi ), i ∈ [0 . . . n]}. For each production
p : X0 → X1 . . . Xn , the set Fp contains the semantic rules that handle the
set of attributes of p.
2
According to Deﬁnition 14, a set A(X) of attributes is associated to each grammar symbol X to describe its semantic features. This gives rise to the following
deﬁnition for the semantic rules:
Definition 15. Semantic Rules Attached to Production Rules: In an
attribute grammar, each production p : X0 → X1 . . . Xn where X0 ∈ VN and
Xi ∈ (VN ∪ VT )∗ , i ∈ [1 . . . n] is associated to a set of semantic rules of the
form b := f (c1 , c2 , ..., ck ), where f is a function and: (i) either b is a synthesized
attribute of X0 and c1 , c2 , ..., ck are attributes of non-terminal symbols Xi , (ii)
or b is an inherited attribute of a symbol Xi and c1 , c2 , ..., ck are attributes of
2
X0 and/or non-terminal symbols Xj , j ∈ [1, . . . , i].
Deﬁnition 15 establishes that the semantic analysis of a sentence using an attribute grammar is accomplished by a set of actions that is associated to each
production rule. In each action deﬁnition, the values of attribute occurrences are
deﬁned in terms of other attribute values.
It would be possible to consider the XML type (or schema) as the grammar
to be enriched with semantic rules. However, because in our approach integrity
constraints are treated independently from schemas, we use a general grammar
to describe any XML tree. Thus, we consider a context-free grammar G with the
following generic production rules where α1 . . . αm denote children nodes (being
either XML elements or attributes) of an element A, or the ROOT element:
– Rule for the root element: ROOT → α1 . . . αm , m ∈ N.
– Rule for an internal element node: A → α1 . . . αm , m ∈ N∗ .
– Rule for an element containing data and for an attribute: A → data.
Grammar G is extended with semantic rules composed by attributes and actions
concerning integrity constraints. Reading an XML document means visiting the
XML tree top-down, opening tags, and then bottom-up, closing them. During
a top-down visit (to reach the leaves), the validation process speciﬁes (with the
aid of FSAs) the role of each node with respect to a given constraint. This role is
stored in an inherited attribute. Once the leaves are reached, we start a bottomup visit in order to pull up the values concerned by the integrity constraints.
These values are stored into diﬀerent synthesized attributes.
As shown in Table 1, an inherited attribute conf is required for all classes of
constraints, which represents the role played by each node in t concerning each
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constraint. Thus, to each node is assigned an attribute conf i , for each integrity
constraint γi being validated. The value of this attribute conf i is a set of FSA
configurations 4 . For some nodes in t the value of conf i is the empty set, which
means that these nodes are not on any path of the constraint γi .
In [6] we have presented the details of the attribute grammar when dealing
with keys and foreign keys while in [8] we have dealt with XFD. We recall in the
next example the computation of conf for an XFD and a numerical constraint.
Example 4. We consider conf1 and conf2 , related, respectively, to the constraints XF D3 and XN C1 of examples in Section 2. The constraint XF D3
is represented by M3 , T3 and T3 while XN C1 is represented by AC , AT g and
AP (Figure 2). The inherited attributes are calculated from the root to the leaves
as shown in Figure 3. At the root node, attributes conf1 and conf2 have, respectively, conﬁgurations {M3 .e1 } and {AC .e1 }. The node at position 0.1 has conf1 =
{T3 .e4 , T ”3.e9 } while conf2 = {AT g .e4 }, thus it is a target node for XN C1 . Its
parent, the context node for both XF D3 and XN C1 , has conf1 = {M3 .e2 }, the
ﬁnal state for M3 , and conf2 = {AC .e2 }, the ﬁnal state for AC .
2

db

conf1 = {M3 .e1 }
conf2 = {Ac .e1 }


0

project

0.0

conf1 = {M3 .e2 }
conf2 = {Ac .e2 }
0.1

conf1 = {}

conf1 = {T3 .e4 , T3 .e9 }

supplier conf2 = {AT g .e4 }

pname conf2 = {}

0.0.0

...

conf1 = {T3 .e6 , T3 .e10 }
0.1.1
conf1 = {T3 .e5 }
conf2 = {Ap .e5 }
@sname conf2 = {Ap .e5 } component
0.1.0

data
Proj1

conf1 = {T3 .e6 , T3 .e10 }
conf2 = {Ap .e5 }

component

MSI
0.1.1.1

0.1.1.0

0.1.2

conf1 = {T3 .e7 }
conf2 = {Ap .e5 , Ap .e6 }

@cname
955X Neo

0.1.1.2

conf1 = {T3 .e11 }
conf1 = {}
conf2 = {Ap .e5 } conf2 = {Ap .e5 }

price

quantity

0.1.2.0

0.1.2.1

conf1 = {T3 .e7 }
conf2 = {Ap .e5 , Ap .e6 }

@cname

0.1.2.2

conf1 = {T3 .e11 }
conf2 = {Ap .e5 }

conf1 = {}
conf2 = {Ap .e5 }

price

quantity

K8N
0.1.1.1.0

data
185,00

0.1.1.2.0

data
5

0.1.2.1.0

data
182,90

0.1.2.2.0

data
7

Fig. 3. Inherited attributes conf1 and conf2 for XF D3 and (resp.) XN C1

Once we have reached the leaves, we use the ascending direction to compute
synthesized attributes: the values that are part of the constraints are collected,
treated and carried up to the context node. At the context nodes, these values
are compared in order to verify the constraint satisfaction. Diﬀerent attributes
are needed, according to the type of constraint, as shown in Table 1.
4

A FSA conﬁguration is denoted A.s, where A is the automaton and s is the state.
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For each functional dependency, with possibly many paths, there are k + 3
synthesized attributes, where k is the number of paths in the determinant part of
the dependency (Deﬁnition 6). They are denoted by c, inters, dc and dsj (1 ≤
j ≤ k). Attribute c is used to carry the dependency validity (true or f alse)
from the context level to the root. Attribute inters gathers (bottom-up) the
values from the nodes that are in determinant and dependent path intersections.
Finally, dsj and dc are attributes for storing the values needed to verify the
dependency. These values can be of type data (leaves of t) or node positions,
according to the XFD deﬁnition of E and Ej . We refer to [8] for details.
For inclusion dependencies the idea is similar but we need to collect tuple
attributes dsR
j (1 ≤ j ≤ k) in place of dc and to make their correspondence with
attributes dsj . For keys, foreign keys, and numerical constraints (or keys), we
need three attributes, called c, tg and f , for (respectively) context values, target
values and key values. At each node, these attributes receive values depending
on the role of the node for the constraint (given by the value of attribute conf ),
and depending also on values of c, tg and f from children nodes.
The following example illustrates the computation of synthesized attributes
for the integrity constraints of Example 4.
Example 5. In Figure 4, we show the computation of attributes c1 , inters, dsj
and dc for XF D3 , together with f , tg and c2 for XN C1 . Due to the determinant part of XF D3 , attributes dsj store the values obtained from @f name
(supplier name) and @cname (component name). On the other hand, dc stores
a value for quantity. The attributes dsj and dc carry the dependency values
up to the ﬁrst intersection node (component). Notice that for position 0.1.1 we
have ds1 = {} ds2 = {955XN eo} and dc = {5}. The attribute inters is computed using Cartesian products between dsj and dc. Thus inters = temp × dc,
where temp = {{, 955XN eo}}, which gives inters = {{{, 955XN eo}, 5}}. The
next intersection, for node supplier in position 0.1, creates the following tuple, obtained from ds1 of @fname: < <M SI,ε>, ε>. The attribute inters of
node supplier stores the new tuple and also puts together the tuples of attributes inters from sub-nodes: < < <M SI,ε>, ε>,< <ε, 955XN eo>,5>,<
<ε, K8N >,7> >. Next, the algorithm veriﬁes for each two binary tuples in
inters if their values can be joined. The result is: < < <M SI, 955XN eo>,5>,
< <M SI, K8N >,7> >. In the context node, labelled project, the dependency
is veriﬁed (according to Deﬁnition 7) and the value true is assigned to the attribute c1 . This last attribute is carried up to the tree root as well as attributes
c1 from other context nodes.
For XN C1 , values of @cname are collected in attribute f until reaching target
nodes, where the union of all f is done, which becomes the ﬁrst item in tg. For
instance in position 0.1 of Figure 4, we have tg = {{< 995X N eo >, < K8N >}}.
At the context node, we compute the union T G of all children nodes’ attribute tg.
Thus, T G contains a set of sets of tuples. In our example, each tuple contains just
a component name. For each component, e.g. 995XN eo, we count the number
of sets in T G that contain the same component name value (e.g. 995XN eo) and
we verify if this number is always between min and max. As each set in T G
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Fig. 4. Synthesized Attributes c1 , inters, dsj and dc for XF D3 , and c2 , tg and f for
XN C1

represents a target node, in this way we verify whether, for each project, each
component name (either 995XN eo or K8N ) is supplied by at least 1 and at
most 2 suppliers.
2

5

Incremental Validation

Given a tree t, a collection of integrity constraints that should be satisﬁed by t
and a sequence of updates over t, the incremental validation consists in verifying
only the part in t which is involved by the updates. Our approach allows a general
method for incremental validation since just by adapting some parameters it can
be used in the validation of diﬀerent integrity constraints. We ﬁrst introduce the
notion of updates that we consider in this paper.
5.1

Updates and Multiple Updates

Given a tree t, an update operation over t is deﬁned as a tuple pos, op, t 
where pos is an update position, op is an update operation, t is the tree to be
inserted at pos when op is an insertion or a replace operation. When op is a
delete operation the tree t is an empty one (or we just ignore it). Our update
operations, illustrated in Figure 5, are explained below:
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– Insertion: u = (p, insert, t ), where p is the insertion position, insert denotes
the insertion update and t is the non-empty tree to be inserted in t. Insertion positions are positions in dom(t) \ {} or at the frontier5 of dom(t).
Notice that, after an insertion, some subtrees may be shifted on the right.
An insertion in position  is not deﬁned for non-empty trees.
– Deletion: u = (p, delete, tempty ), where p is the deletion position (in dom(t))
i.e., the root of the subtree to be deleted from t, delete denotes the deletion
update and tempty an empty tree. Notice that after a deletion some subtrees
may be shifted on the left. The deletion on position  results in an empty
tree.
– Replace: u = (p, replace, t ), where p is the replacement position (in dom(t)),
i.e., the root of the subtree to be replaced by a non-empty tree t in t and
replace denotes the replacement update.
The insert or replace operations on an empty tree t result in the tree t given
as a parameter in the update operations. A deletion over an empty tree does
nothing.
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Fig. 5. Examples of single update operations over a tree t. (i) Insertion at a frontier
position. (ii) Insertion at a position p in t. Right siblings are shifted right. (iii) Deletion.
Right siblings are shifted left. (iv) Replace.

In our validation approach we consider a sequence of such updates, stored in
a structure called UpdateList and, thus, we deal with multiple updates which
are treated as a single transaction. In this way, we adopt the principles in [5,23]
5

We recall that the insertion frontier is the set of positions {u.i ∈
/ dom(t) | u ∈ dom(t)
∧i ∈ N ∧[(i = 0) ∨ ((i = 0) ∧ u.(i − 1) ∈ dom(t))]}.
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where the validity of a document is established only after considering all the
update operations in a given sequence. Our validator considers non-contradictory
sequences of updates.
Definition 16. Contradictory updates [15]: Two update operations upd1 =
(op1 , p1 , t1 ) and upd2 = (op2 , p2 , t2 ) are in contradiction if and only if one of the
following conditions hold:
1. p1 =  or p2 = .
2. The operations indicate a deletion or a replacement on the same position.
In other words, upd1 = upd2 , p1 = p2 ; op1 ∈ {delete, replace} and op2 ∈
{delete, replace}.
3. An update operation requires a deletion or a replacement on a position while
another operation requires a diﬀerent update on a strict descendent. In other
words, p1 ≺ p2 , op1 ∈ {delete, replace} and op2 ∈ {insert, delete, replace}
or p2 ≺ p1 , op2 ∈ {delete, replace} and op1 ∈ {insert, delete, replace}
An update sequence is non contradictory when it contains no contradictory update operations.
2
In Deﬁnition 16, condition 1 establishes the contradiction of a sequence of updates on position , since it would imply in the use of diﬀerent XML documents;
a non sense in our context. Moreover, except for insertions, condition 1 is a particular case of condition 3. Notice that, in this paper, restrictions on our update
list are lighter than those considered in [6] but do not change the result of our
previous algorithms.
Given an update sequence, we consider that a preprocessing step transforms
it into a non-contradictory one. This preprocessing step can be done according
to some given priorities. To proceed with our integrity validation, we consider
that UpdateList is the result of such a preprocessing step, and thus, it is a
non-contradictory update sequence. We also recall here that in our update approach [6], we suppose that users indicate update positions by considering them
on the original tree (before the application of any update in the UpdateList).
In [15], we show that processing an update list implies not only changes on the
tree, but also on the update list itself (due to changes on tree positions for each
operation). All these changes are transparent for the user who only sees the original tree and, when the update transaction is ﬁnished successfully, the resulting
updated one.
For eﬃciency reasons, we consider that, in UpdateList, update operations are
in the document order. However, [15] proves the following property: Given a
non-contradictory update list L containing well formed update operations, let
L1 , L2 , . . . Ln be update lists built from L just by changing the order of operations in L in n diﬀerent ways. Trees t1 , . . . , tn , resulting from the application of
L1 , . . . Ln over a given tree t, respectively, are isomorphic trees. Moreover, when
each update list L1 , . . . Ln does not contain insertions in the same position, the
resulting trees are identical.
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In terms of integrity constraint validation, update order does not limit the
generality of our proposal because, as we will show later on, we use auxiliary
structures for admitting temporary invalidity during the validation, until all
updates are veriﬁed. In this way, the order of updates in UpdateList may be
changed without changing the end result of the validation.
Now, given an XML tree t, a set of integrity constraints IC and a sequence of
updates in UpdateList, the incremental validation of t w.r.t. IC and UpdateList
consists in verifying only the parts of the document that are involved in the
updates. To do so, we need some auxiliary structures that store values associated
to the constraints. These auxiliary structures form the basis of the incremental
process, they are initialized during the validation from scratch. The next section
discuss this aspect.
5.2

Basis for Incremental Validation

After the validation from scratch of an XML tree t with respect to a set of
n constraints, we obtain, for each type of constraint, a tuple, called validation
tuple. A validation tuple gathers information about constraint values so that it
can be easily reused in case of updates, for incrementally verifying the constraints
without searches in the document itself. The general format of a validation tuple
is l1 , . . . , ln , Struct1 , Struct2 . . .  where:
- l1 , . . . , ln  is a n-tuple of tuples containing information concerning the
synthesized attributes. For instance, for XFD each tuple li is of the form
c, inters, dsi , dc, and stores the synthesized attributes computed for one
XFD i at the root position  of t. On the other hand, as shown in [7], when
dealing with keys, each tuple li is of the form c, tg, k corresponding to the
synthesized attributes computed for key and foreign key validation.
- Struct1 , Struct2 , . . . are auxiliary structures storing information needed for
the incremental validation. The number and the format of these auxiliary structures depend on the type of constraints we are dealing with.
For instance, when validating XFD, as illustrated in Figure 6, we have
XFDValIndex which is a three-level index and XFDInterPos which is a
hash table that maps XFDs and their intersection positions. Notice that
XFDValIndex is a summary of the dependency values found in t, at each
context, while XFDInterPos provides fast access to intersection positions,
which are necessary during updates, in order to complete possible empty
values in tuple inters of a new subtree being inserted. When dealing with
keys, we use a keyTree (see [7]), a tree structure that stores the positions
of each context and target nodes together with the key values associated to
each key node.
Now we introduce the notion of local validity. When performing an insertion,
we need to know whether the tree t being inserted respects the set of integrity
constraints imposed on the original tree t. For instance, if the root of t is a
context position for XDFi or a position in the context path, then the attribute ci
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Fig. 6. On the left, hash tables resulting from XFDs validation. On the ﬁrst level, the
entry key is the XFD being considered (XFD are numbered). On the second level, the
entry key is the context position. On the third level, tuples composed by the values
stored in attributes ds1 , ds2 , . . . , dsk are the entries associated to a dc value. Pairs
( ds1 . . . dsk , dc) stored in the hash table for an XFD context ci correspond to tuples
(determinant values, dependent value) in t under ci . On the right, hash tables containing intersection positions: for each intersection position we store pairs (synthesized
attribute,value).

in li must be a tuple containing true or false. For this purpose, every new subtree
t that updates t must be validated locally and must respect the set of XFDs
that t satisﬁes. Moreover, we must also have information about local validity of
subtrees to be deleted, as they may contain values implied in constraints. The
following deﬁnition presents the concept of local validity used in the incremental
validation algorithm.
Definition 17. Local Validity: Let t be an XML tree. Let Cj (1 ≤ j ≤ n)
be a collection of integrity constraints. The tree t is locally valid if the result
of the validation gives a tuple l1 , . . . , ln , Struct1 , Struct2 , . . .  respecting the
conditions below.
For each tuple lj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) we have:
(i) If the root of t is a position associated to a synthesized attribute aj which
contains non null values for the tuples6 that represent the constraint being
veriﬁed, then each tuple in the set speciﬁed by aj , which is in tuple lj , has length
mj (i.e., its length equals the number of elements composing the constraint).
(ii) If the root of t is a context position for Cj , or a position in the context
path, then the attribute cj in lj contains the value true.
2
5.3

Algorithms for Incremental Validation

We propose a general incremental validation method that traverses once the
XML tree à la SAX (Simple API for XML), i.e., in the document order and
6

These tuples are built with the values obtained during the bottom up visit of the
XML tree.
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each tag encountered is an event. During the tree traversal, temporary violations
are gathered in a temporary structure (for instance, list incList for XFD or
keyTreeTemp for keys). At the end of the tree traversal, a ﬁnal validity test
is executed, consisting in verifying whether the resulting temporary structure
does not indicate any violation, meaning that a postponed correction has been
performed for each temporary violation. The implementation of this approach
is done by the following algorithm, which uses UpdateList to obtain the update
positions. When an update position is reached, diﬀerent tests are performed,
according to the update operation. The input auxiliary structure Aux is the
validation tuple l1 , . . . , ln , Struct1 , Struct2 , . . .  presented in Section 5.2.
Algorithm 1 - Incremental Validation of IC under Multiple Updates
Input:
(i) t: An XML tree.
(ii) UpdateList: A relation that contains updates to be performed on t.
(iii) F SAC : A set of ﬁnite state automata built from the paths composing the
integrity constraints C.
(iv) Aux: auxiliary structure resulting from the last validation performed on t.
Output:
If t remains valid after all operations in UpdateList the algorithm returns the
boolean value true and the updated tree, together with the validation tuple Aux
updated. Otherwise it returns f alse (no update is performed).
Local Variables:
(i) CON F : structure storing the inherited attributes.
(ii) SY N T : structure storing the synthesized attributes.
(iii) tempP b: temporary structure storing violations occurring during updates.
(iv) tempAux: temporary auxiliary structure.
1. Initialize tempP b and tempAux
2. CON F := InitializeInhAttributes(F SAC )
3. for each event7 v in t do
4.
switch (v) do
5.
case opening element tag at position p
6.
Compute CON Fp using F SAC
7.
if ∃ u = (p, insert, t ) ∈ UpdateList
8.
then if ¬insert(t, p, t , F SAC , tempAux, tempP b) then return false
9.
Update, when possible, attributes which are p’s children
10.
if ¬∃u = (p , op , t ) ∈ UpdateList such that p ≺ p8 then
skipSubT ree(t, p);
11. case closing element tag at position p
12.
Compute SY N Tp using CON Fp
13.
if ∃ u = (p, delete) ∈ UpdateList
14.
then if ¬delete(t, p, SY N Tp , tempAux, tempP b) then return false
15.
if ∃ u = (p, replace, t ) ∈ UpdateList
16.
then if ¬replace(t, p, t , SY N Tp , F SAC , tempAux, tempP b) then return false
7
8

An event in SAX is the encountering of opening/closing tags, attributes, values, etc.
The prefix relation in U (Deﬁnition 1), denoted by  is deﬁned by: u  v iﬀ uw = v
for some w ∈ U . Moreover, u ≺ v iﬀ u  v and u = v.
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17.
if ∃ u = (p.i, insert, t ) ∈ UpdateList where p.i is a frontier9 position under p
18.
then if ¬insert(t, p.i, t , F SAC , tempAux, tempP b) then return false
19. case value
20.
str := value(p)
21.
Compute SY N Tp using CON Fp and str
22. if tempP b indicates violation then return false
23.
else update the auxiliary structure Aux using tempAux and tempP b
24. return true
2

Algorithm 1 describes a general incremental validation of integrity constraints
while reading the XML tree in the document order. Firstly, the temporary structures tempP b and tempAux are initialized according to the constraint being
validated. These structures change according to the modiﬁcations required by
the sub-routines insert, delete and replace. During update processing, some inconsistent data, waiting for a latter correction, may be stored in the temporary
structures. At the end of the update list processing, we check whether the ﬁnal
tempP b indicates a constraint violation or not. When validity is maintained,
temporary, auxiliary structures reﬂecting the updated auxiliary structures (e.g.,
keyT ree for keys or XFDValIndexT emp for XFD) become the current version of
these structures.
The algorithm uses two structures to store the attribute values, namely CONF
and SYNT. At each position p, the structure CONF p keeps the roles of p w.r.t.
the constraints being veriﬁed. Indeed, CONF p contains one inherited attribute
conf for each constraint at position p. The structure SYNT p contains a tuple
formed by the synthesized attributes for each constraint at position p.
When reaching an opening tag at position p, the inherited values to be stored
in CONF p are computed and the requested insert operations are taken into account (for an insertion the subtree rooted at p is only shifted to right, so it
is not necessary to traverse it before performing insertion tests). Moreover, all
updates on all attributes within this opening tag are considered at this stage.
Notice that line 10 allows to skip whole subtrees not involved in updates. On the
other hand, when reaching a closing tag at position p, the requested deletions
and replacements are performed (at this stage the whole subtree rooted at p has
been traversed). Here insertions at a frontier position (as the rightest child of p)
are taken into account. For the computation of delete and replace operations,
synthesized values are computed and kept in SYNT p . Recall that the computation of synthesized values depends not only on CONF p but also on the result of
each SYNT p (where p is a child of p).
Algorithm 1 works with sub-routines for performing the update operations of
insertion, deletion or replacement. Each kind of constraints has some particularities which must be veriﬁed during these operations. These speciﬁcities lead
to diﬀerent sub-routines respecting some general ideas. In general, to perform
insertion or deletion, we are expected to do the following actions:
9

Given a tree t and considering i ∈ N, the insert frontier of t is deﬁned by f r ins (t) =
{ui ∈ dom(t) | u ∈ dom(t) ∧ [(i = 0) ∨ ((i = 0) ∧ u(i − 1) ∈ dom(t)]}. For an empty
tree t, deﬁne f r ins (t) = {}.
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(A) Verify whether subtrees being inserted are locally valid and compute the
validation tuple for subtrees being inserted of deleted.
(B) Find the context position concerned by the update and analyse the update
position w.r.t. to this context position. In some cases the tuple of values corresponding to the constraint being veriﬁed should be completed by the existing
values before being compared with other tuples.
(C) Find in auxiliary structures information for determining whether the update
is consistent or not.
(D) Mark possible constraint violations to be analysed latter and update the
temporary auxiliary structure.
5.4

A Case Study: Insertion and Deletion for XFD

This section presents the details of the incremental validation for XFD, in the
same way as the details concerning keys and foreign keys incremental validation
are given in [6]. Notice that we have a replace operation in Algorithm 1 which
can be seen as a shorten way of indicating a delete followed by an insert. We
do not detail this algorithm, as it follows the same principles as the insert and
the delete operations.
For XFD, the temporary structures of Algorithm 1 are: tempP b = incList,
a list storing XFDs violations occurring during updates and tempAux =<
XFDValIndexT emp , XFDInterPos >, where XFDValIndexT emp is a temporary
version of XFDValIndex (drawn in Figure 6, together with XFDInterPos). These
structures are used in the following example, that illustrates how the incremental
validation procedure works for XFD.
Example 6. Consider the XML tree in Figure 1, the three XFDs of Example 2
and the following sequence of update operations:
1. Insertion of a new component at position 0.1.2
2. Deletion at position 1.2.1.2
3. Insertion of a new quantity (for a component) at position 1.2.1.3
The initial tree t is valid with respect to the three XFDs, and we keep a version
of its XFDValIndex in the new structure XFDValIndexT emp , used here to verify
the validity of the updates. Let us focus on XF D3 . The update sequence is
tested while reading the XML tree (Algorithm 1), in the following order:
1. When we reach the opening tag of element component at position 0.1.2, we
ﬁnd that there is an insertion to be performed. The new subtree to be inserted is a new component that contains name (990FXA), price (179,90) and
quantity (12). To check if this insertion is valid, Algorithm 2 that performs
the operation insert is going to check XF D3 in the following way. The new dependency values for XF D3 are calculated and inserted in XFDValIndexT emp
under the ﬁrst project node (context at position 0, preﬁx of position 0.1.2),
as shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Hash tables XFDValIndexT emp after the insertion

2. When the closing tag of element quantity at position 1.2.1.2 is reached, there
is a deletion to be performed. To check if this deletion is valid, Algorithm 3,
that performs the operation delete, is going to check XF D3 : the value under position 1.2.1.2 represents a dependent part value for XF D3 , and this
deletion is a violation since only the dependent value is to be removed (here
we do not deal with null values). This violation is annotated with “rem” in
incList (initially empty) for context position 1 as shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. incList after the deletion in position 1.2.1.2

3. When the closing tag of the element component at position 1.2.1 is reached,
there is an insertion in a frontier position (1.2.1.3) under 1.2.1 to be performed. The new subtree being inserted contains a new value (15) for quantity. To check if this insertion is valid, the insertion operation (Algorithm 2)
is performed for XF D3 . The new dependency values for XF D3 are calculated from XFDInterPos and incList. At this point, the deletion violation
“rem” for context position 1 is restored by function completeTuple and the
annotation is removed from incList. As there is no violation at this insertion,
the new tuple is inserted in XFDValIndexT emp under a project (context at
position 1, preﬁx of position 1.2.1.3), as shown in Figure 9.
As the sequence of updates maintains the validity of t w.r.t. XF D3 , updates are
accepted and changes on auxiliary structures are stored in the validation tuple.2
We can now present the complete algorithms that deal with insertion and deletion operations (the replacement operation being a combination of these previous
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Fig. 9. Structures incList and XFDValIndexT emp after the insertion in position 1.2.1.3
(frontier position)

ones). Algorithm 2 deﬁnes the operation insert that includes a given tree t in an
XML tree t as a subtree at position p. It returns false when tree t has an XFD
violation that is not going to be ﬁxed by further updates in UpdateList. In all
other cases it returns true and modify the temporary structures.
Algorithm 2 - The insert operation
insert(t, p, t , F SAXF Ds , XFDValIndexT emp ,XFDInterPos, incList)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

τ := validate(t , F SAXF Ds)
// Each li ∈ τ corresponds to an XF Di
for each tuple li = ci , intersi , dsi1 , . . . , dsik , dci do
if (ci contains value f alse) then return false
else if (ci contains value true)
then insert in XFDValIndexT emp all the tuples stored in τ.hashT ab
else Find the context position p (above p) for XF Di
if intersi has some non null values
then for each tuple v =< dsi1 , . . . , dsik , dci > ∈ intersi do
v := completeT uple(v, XF Di , p , XFDInterPos, incList)
if v still has missing values
then incList := add(incList,XF Di ,p ,v,“mis”)
else if f indV iolation(v, XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp )
then incList := add(incList,XF Di ,p ,p,v,“dup”)
else insertT uples(v, XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp )
else ui := < dsji , dci >
if ui is not empty
then ui := completeT uple(ui, XF Di , p , XFDInterPos, incList)
if ui have empty values
then incList := add(incList,XF Di ,p ,p,ui ,“mis”)
else if f indV iolation(ui , XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp )
then incList := add(incList,XF Di ,p ,p,ui ,“dup”)
else insertT uples(ui , XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp )
return true
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In line 1, the algorithm computes the validation tuple τ for t . Remind that τ
contains a tuple li for each function dependency XF Di . For instance, for the ﬁrst
insertion in Example 6, l3 ∈ τ contains 12 as value of dc3 . For each tuple li in τ ,
we verify whether the attribute ci for the root of the tree to be inserted has been
computed. If a value is already associated to ci , it means that there is a node in
the subtree t , inserted in t, which is a context node for the function dependency
XF Di and that all veriﬁcations have been done by the local validation (line 1).
If the value of ci is f alse then the subtree t must not been inserted. If the
value of ci is true, the insertion is accepted and the dependency values found
in t are inserted in the corresponding XFDValIndexT emp (line 6). After that,
Algorithm 2 ﬁnishes and returns true (line 24).
For the ﬁrst insertion in Example 6, c3 has no value because t does not contain
a context node for XF D3 . In this case (line 7), two situations are possible. The
attribute intersi may have some non null values (line 8) or it may have not
been computed yet (line 16). When we are in the ﬁrst situation (line 8) intersi
may contain a tuple v that is not complete (null values may exist). We try to
complete tuple v in intersi by using the values stored in XFDInterPos for tree
t (line 10). Notice that, during this call of completeT uple, incList may loose
some items, if some values missing for previous updates are supplied by the
current insertion. If the tuple v still has missing values it is added to incList
with the tag “mis”. When v is a complete tuple, Algorithm 2 veriﬁes on line 13
whether it represents a contradiction w.r.t. existing values (i.e., if there is a tuple
with the same determinant part and a diﬀerent dependant part). An insertion is
temporarily accepted if the insertion of an XFD instance generates a tuple with
duplicates for the determinant part, with distinct values for the dependent part.
In this case, we annotate in incList that the determinant part value at position
p is duplicated. In line 16 we consider the case where attribute intersi has not
been computed yet. In this case we try to build a tuple ui using the synthesized
attributes dsji and dci . In this part of the algorithm, the same strategy used in
lines 12-15 is applied.
In Example 6, the local validation computes inters3 = {<< null, 990F XA >
, 12 >}. Function completeT uple gets the value M SI from XFDInterPos to complete the tuple v in inters3 . As no contradiction is founded by f indV iolation,
tuple inters3 is inserted in XFDValIndexT emp and the value true is returned.
Algorithm 3 deﬁnes operation delete where p is a position in t and σ is the
validation tuple corresponding to t , the subtree of t that we want to delete,
originally rooted at p. When a deletion occurs, then it must be veriﬁed which
dependency values it concerns, in order to remove them from XFDValIndexT emp .
For each XFD, the deletion may be accepted (and performed) whatever the next
updates if either (i) it does not aﬀect the XFD, or (ii) the dependency tuple
is deleted completely (i.e., the subtree t contains a context for the considered
XFD), or (iii) the determinant tuple, or only a part of it, is removed. Notice that
we will delete the entire tuple from our auxiliary structures, even if the deletion
operation refers to only some values in it.
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On the one hand, in the previous three cases the deletion is accepted, the
temporary auxiliary structures are updated and the temporary structure incList
is checked to verify if a previously temporarily invalid update10 may be validated
by the current delete operation. On the other hand, when the determinant part
is not aﬀected whereas the dependent value must be removed, then the deletion
is temporarily invalid and we annotate this violation in incList with the tag
“rem”, as illustrated in Figure 8 for the delete operation of Example 6.
Algorithm 3 - The delete operation:
delete(t, p, SY N Tp , XFDValIndexT emp , XFDInterPos, incList)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

t is the subtree in t rooted at p
σ := validate(t , F SAXF Ds)
// Each li ∈ σ corresponds to an XF Di
for each tuple li = ci , intersi , dsi1 , . . . , dsik , dci do
if (ci contains value true)
then remove in XFDValIndexT emp all the tuples stored in σ.XFDValIndex
else //here ci contains no value
Find the context position p (above p) for XF Di
if intersi has some non null values
then for each tuple v =< dsi1 , . . . , dsik , dci >∈ intersi do
vT emp := removeF romInter(v, XF Di , p , XFDInterPos, incList)
v := completeT uple(v, XF Di , p , XFDInterPos, incList)
if (vT emp is empty)
then removeT uple(v, XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp , incList)
else if (dsij in vT emp has not empty values)
and (dci in vT emp is empty)
then incList := add(incList,XF Di ,p ,p,v,“rem”)
else removeT uple(v, XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp , incList)
else ui := < dsik , dci >
uiT emp := removeF romInter(ui, XF Di , p , XFDInterPos, incList)
ui := completeT uple(ui , XF Di , p , XFDInterPos, incList)
if (uiT emp is empty)
then removeT uple(ui , XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp , incList)
else if (dsik in uiT emp has not empty values)
and (dc i is empty)
then incList := add(incList,XF Di ,p ,p,ui ,“rem”)
else removeT uple(ui, XF Di , p , XFDValIndexT emp , incList)
return true

For each functional dependency XF Di , that is, for each tuple li in σ, we verify
whether the attribute ci associated to the root of t (the subtree to be removed)
has been computed. If ci is true (line 5), then the removal corresponds to a
dependency tuple under the corresponding context. The deletion is accepted
and the tuple is deleted from XFDValIndexT emp .
If ci has no value associated to it (line 7), two situations are possible. The
attribute intersi may have some non null values (line 9) or it may have not been
10

Annoted either with the tag “rem” or with the tag “dup”.
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computed yet (line 19). In the ﬁrst situation, the function removeF romInters
builds tuple vT emp , replacing by null values the values of the original tuple v
that should be deleted. However, the tuple v may be incomplete (according to
the update position). To know which tuple we must delete from our auxiliary
structures, we have to be aware of v with all its values. To do this, we use
the function completeT uple as in Algorithm 2. After performing these steps, if
vT emp has only null values then tuple v can be deleted (since the deletion refers
to all its values). Otherwise (line 15) Algorithm 3 tests whether we are in the
case where only the deletion of a value in a dc attribute is demanded. If this is
the case, this invalid update is temporarily accepted and annotated in incList.
For instance, the second update of Example 6 leads to this situation. When not
only the dc’s value deletion is demanded (line 18), our option is to remove the
entire tuple from our temporary structures. The removal of an entire tuple can
possibly restore insertion violation (duplicated values for the determinant part
of a XFD), annotated in incList with “dup”. The second situation on line 19
(attribute intersi is not computed yet) is similar to the one in Algorithm 2, and
the actions are similar to those performed in its lines 11-18.

6

Performance of Our Approach

Validation from scratch for integrity constraints is done by parsing the XML
document and, since we use hash tables for comparing tuples, its running time is
linear in the size of the document. We have used Java in our implementation and
our experiments have been performed in a PC with Intel Pentium Dual CPU
TE2180 at 2.00GHz, 2GB RAM under Windows XP. The XML documents have
been created using the template-based XML generator ToXGene11 .
Two experiments have been performed for testing our validation from scratch.
The ﬁrst one uses three diﬀerent XFDs, each one having two paths in LHS, and an
XML document containing 15000 tuples for each XFD. Figure 10(a) shows that
the execution time increases linearly w.r.t. the number of XFDs. We recall that,
in [8], in the presented experiments only the computation of tuple intersections
and their comparison via a validation hash table were considered. In this paper,
during the validation from scratch, we also build the hash table XFDInterPos
(Section 5.2) that maps XFDs and their intersection positions to be used in
the incremental validation. Figure 10(b) shows that in our second experiment,
where we have three ﬁxed XFDs (two paths in LHS) and vary the number of
tuples built for them, veriﬁcation time also increases linearly. Our performance
results for XFD validation are comparable to those in [22], since both methods
are based on hash-table techniques.
In the incremental validation algorithm, each update position triggers a validation step that varies according to the update. To know whether a constraint
is concerned by an update, one should consider the result of the local validity
of the tree t1 being inserted in or deleted from a tree t, as a subtree. This result is stored in a validation tuple, that we denote here by Listaux , organized
11

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/tox/toxgene/
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Fig. 10. (a) Validation time for XFDs when the number of tuples is ﬁxed to 15K. (b)
Validation time when the number of XFDs is ﬁxed to 3.

according to the constraint being considered and built in time O(| t1 |). Recall
that Listaux contains the values of the synthesized attributes together with some
other informations that should be stored in auxiliary structures (those deﬁned
according to the constraint, in order to store values from the last validation performed on the XML document). We also have a structure, call it incList, which
stores anomalies that may be corrected during the update transaction. Then the
algorithms dealing with the diﬀerent update operations perform some tests over
Listaux in order to compare its values to those stored in auxiliary structures.
Most of our auxiliary structures are hash tables and thus very eﬃcient. The most
expensive operation is the traversal of incList. Let us say that its traversal is
O(N ) and thus, for n constraints, we have the time complexity O(n.N ). We can
conclude that for m updates the time complexity of our incremental validation
is O(m(| t1 | +n.N )).
Two other experiments were done to analyse the behaviour of our XFD incremental validation. The local validation of each subtree to be inserted or deleted
is done when an update position is reached, and, if this position concerns XFDs
paths, the result of this local validation is stored into new data structures. If the
new subtree contains a context node for some constraint, then the hash tables for
validation and for storing the intersections are built, before being incorporated
to the original structures. Figure 11 shows that incremental validation is linear
w.r.t. the number of XFDs (2 LHS paths) and the number of update operations:
part (a) illustrates results for a sequence of 100 updates with a varying number
of XFDs over a document with 15000 tuples, and part (b) shows, for the same
document, the results when varying the number of update operations for the
validation of three XFDs.
In [6] we ﬁnd experimental results of our grammarware for XKeys and XFK.
In that case, the tuple construction is done in a single node, called target node,
and in that case, just one intersection is calculated for each tuple, contrarily to
the XFDs validation that needs many intersection calculations for each tuple,
as shown in Section 5.2. Even if this time discrepancy exists, these two implementations show the possibility of validating diﬀerent types of constraints in
parallel. We believe this is the next step to explore, in order to obtain an useful
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Fig. 11. (a) Incremental validation time for XFDs with number of updates ﬁxed to
100 operations. (b) Incremental validation time with number of XFDs ﬁxed to 3.

validation tool for XML. The prototypes we have implemented will help to detect
the optimisation points necessary to tackle this next challenge.

7

Conclusions

This paper extends our previous work in [8] by showing the generic aspect of
our validation method not only in terms of the validation from scratch but also
in terms of the incremental veriﬁcation under multiple updates. Our approach
is based on the fact that an attribute grammar can be used as an integrity
constraint validator. The added value of our proposal is that our generic attribute grammar can stand for any XML constraint validator (provided that the
constraint is expressed by paths), by adjusting attributes, tests and the needed
FSA. We consider the possibility of dealing with more powerful languages such
as the tree patterns proposed in [14], and we also plan to study how the algorithms presented here could contribute to the topic of repairing XML functional
dependency violations.
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